
Technology Licensing: Practical Principles and Practices 

 
Recently, two local technology licensing experts spoke at Tampa Bay Innovation Center’s TECH 

Talk program. Haskell Adler, Ph.D., MBA, senior licensing manager at Moffitt Cancer Center, 

and Christopher Paradies, Ph.D., J.D., president of Paradies Law P.A., presented “Technology 

Licensing: Practical Principles and Practice.” Following is a summary of their presentation.   

  

Paradies introduced the presentation, explaining that “licensing is a two-sided coin” with one 

side representing in-licensing and the other side representing out-licensing.  In-licensing gets 

access to intellectual property rights that are necessary for a company to operate or grow.  One 

common example is software, but in-licensing can extend to patents, trademarks, trade secrets 

and copyrights.  Out-licensing grants others access to a company’s intellectual property rights.  

Paradies provided an example of an R&D company that had as its model licensing out its 

patents, and described how this can be done, if enough attention is given to planning, market 

research and the state of the art. 

Both presenters discussed patenting and licensing technologies, and the importance of 

finding a good fit for a technology with a licensee who is going to develop a commercial product 

and take the product to market. Adler described the Moffitt experience, in which the Technology 

Transfer Office patents the inventions of researchers and clinicians -- primarily pharmaceutical, 

vaccine, medical device and diagnostic technologies.  Paradies discussed some of the pitfalls of 

software patents.    

Adler next described the three main goals of the Moffitt Office of Technology 

Management and Commercialization as patenting and licensing new inventions, supporting 

Moffitt startups and promoting industry collaborations.   

Intellectual property management and licensing are key activities of the OTMC.  Since its 

formation, 357 discoveries have been made and reported to the office, 250 original patent 



applications filed with the U.S. Patent Office and 90 licenses executed to transfer intellectual 

property rights for further development and commercialization. 

Startup support consists of providing education and assistance to Moffitt faculty 

entrepreneurs who wish to launch a biotech or high-tech startup.  The tech transfer office 

recently put together a Startup Primer to answer most questions by entrepreneurial faculty.  Also, 

an Executive in Residence program will be launched soon to connect entrepreneurial faculty with 

experienced management. 

Industry collaborations are being actively sought by OTMC as the tech transfer office 

promotes research collaboration opportunities to biomedical companies, which often want to do 

sponsored research with specific faculty. 

One question that comes up is why only 90 licenses have been finalized when 250 patent 

applications have been filed.  Adler explained that early-stage basic research is special in that 

researchers need to give talks and posters at conferences, but these are public disclosures where 

foreign patent rights can be lost if a patent is not filed.  These patent applications on early-stage 

technologies can then be reassessed within 12 months to determine if the patent should still be 

pursued.  Further work during that 12 month period can help the tech transfer office determine if 

the basic science would likely become a commercial product.   

As further explanation, Paradies noted that the biotech field is an inherently unpredictable 

one.  Although it may be relatively easy to get a patent, it’s much more difficult to get a license, 

due to the nature of the industry.  Alternatively, in the area of software development, it’s more 

difficult to get patents.   

Adler said that he values biomedical inventions by looking at them as three-legged stools.  

The three components that are essential to a buyer of a technology are technology, commercial 



opportunity and patent protection.  In other words:  What does the technology do, and can it 

result in effective therapeutics or diagnostics?  Will turning the technology into a commercial 

product create revenue?  Is the commercial product protected by patents or patent applications in 

order to stop others from producing or selling the product? 

The Licensing Process 

 Adler described the steps that Moffitt typically includes in the licensing process: 

 Providing a non-confidential summary of the technology and commercial opportunity 

 Furnishing relevant literature 

 Entering into a confidentiality agreement to learn non-public confidential information 

 Negotiating a term sheet on deal terms 

 Executing an option or license agreement 

 Collaborating on technology development 

Licensing agreements can be negotiated with a wide variety of terms, including royalty 

rates, milestone payments or due diligence milestones.  Adler also discussed how option 

agreements are often used for biomedical inventions.  These allow a company a period of time to 

“test drive” a product exclusively.  For example, a company might want to replicate some 

important experiments in their own animal model systems to make sure the results are robust 

before negotiating a more involved license agreement. 

 When trying to estimate the value of a licensing fee of a new technology, one way is to 

find comparable licensing agreements.  Adler said that the main objective is to move through the 

process quickly and efficiently to get into the marketplace and keep as much of the patent 

protection terms in place as possible. 

Typical New Venture Pathway 



Biomedical product research and development is a notoriously slow process with 

different funding sources for the various stages.  For the very earliest research stages, typically in 

the labs of universities or research centers, federal funding is often the main source of support.  

But in the next stages of early-stage development of research ideas into commercial products, it 

may be necessary to access small business grants like Small Business Innovation Research 

(SBIR), Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) or angel funding.   

The stage between this seed funding and funding by professional investors is often called 

the “Valley of Death” because it is so difficult to get the funds necessary to develop the products 

far enough along to interest professional venture capital investors.  Adler and Paradies agreed 

that the Valley of Death can be more problematic for biomedical companies that require greater 

amounts of money for development than it is for software companies that usually require less 

money between research and development.  In addition, software companies can typically get a 

product to market faster because there are not regulatory hurdles such as the FDA approval 

process.   

Licensing Issues Related to Outsourced Software Programing 

Paradies said that when outsourcing software programing, it’s important to ensure that 

the contract programmers have the necessary licenses to avoid the risk of lawsuits.   The 

programmer’s claim that he or she is using an open source, so licenses are not needed, is 

incorrect.  Everything has and needs a license. 

For example, software companies license to users in a license of terms agreement.  

This allows a company to out-license their technology without exposing themselves to theft of 

ideas and processes.  The best way to avoid problems is to keep a record of who accesses the 



website.  He recommended having an actionable “click here to agree to the terms” button.  If 

dealing internationally, he also recommended preserving a patent with public disclosure. 

 It is possible to outsource software development to other countries, but Paradies warned 

entrepreneurs of the dangers of international software outsourcing.  India’s and Russia’s court 

systems lack the protections that are standard in the U.S. and other countries.  He suggested the 

U.S., Israel, Europe, Ukraine, Singapore and South Korea as safe places to program.  It’s vital to 

document where everything comes from and to obtain every necessary license.  

 Paradies also mentioned that President Obama signed the Leahy-Smith America Invents 

Act (AIA) on Sept. 16, 2011, setting into law some drastic changes to the U.S. patent system. 

The most recent change, which went into effect on March 16, 2013, is the “first to file” patent 

system that replaced the “first to invent” patent system.  This can be very important when 

inventors are trying to decide when to file a patent application, as it may be problematic to wait 

and risk a competitor filing before you.  A good place to start a basic patent and license search is 

www.google.com/patents, or partner with a local university like the University of South Florida 

to conduct a more through literature search, access to journals and correct data bases. 
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